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Ensuring the best quality and performance of 
modern speech technologies, today, is possible 
based on the widespread use of machine learn-
ing methods. The idea of this project is to study 
and implement an end-to-end system of auto-
matic speech recognition using machine learning 
methods, as well as to develop new mathemati-
cal models and algorithms for solving the problem 
of automatic speech recognition for agglutina-
tive (Turkic) languages.

Many research papers have shown that deep 
learning methods make it easier to train automa-
tic speech recognition systems that use an end-
to-end approach. This method can also train an 
automatic speech recognition system directly, that 
is, without manual work with raw signals. Despite 
the good recognition quality, this model has some 
drawbacks. These disadvantages are based on 
the need for a large amount of data for training. 
This is a serious problem for low-data langua-
ges, especially Turkic languages such as Kazakh 
and Azerbaijani. To solve this problem, various 
methods are needed to apply. Some methods are 
used for end-to-end speech recognition of lan-
guages belonging to the group of languages of the 
same family (agglutinative languages). Method 
for low-resource languages is transfer learning, 
and for large resources – multi-task learning. To 
increase efficiency and quickly solve the prob-
lem associated with a limited resource, transfer 
learning was used for the end-to-end model. The 
transfer learning method helped to fit a model 
trained on the Kazakh dataset to the Azerbaijani 
dataset. Thereby, two language corpora were 
trained simultaneously. Conducted experiments 
with two corpora show that transfer learning 
can reduce the symbol error rate, phoneme error 
rate (PER), by 14.23 % compared to baseline 
models (DNN+HMM, WaveNet, and CNC+LM). 
Therefore, the realized model with the trans-
fer method can be used to recognize other low- 
resource languages
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1. Introduction

Automatic speech recognition systems began to develop 
dynamically with the rapid development of computing tech-
nologies. Accurate results have been achieved in the field of 
speech recognition, with many models and methods used in 
commercial applications, justifying their use in these directions.  
Among the commercial applications for speech recognition, 
first is the introduction of call centers or interactive voice 
response (IVR) systems for automatic access to information, 
speech chatbots, etc. Call centers have implemented intelligent  

voice assistants that generate user questions in natural lan-
guage, and the response is synthesized by the system in the 
user’s language. 

Primary automatic speech recognition systems consist of 
three modules: decoding, acoustic, and language models. The 
modular subsystem for speech recognition mainly consists of 
independent modules, and even the acoustic model depends 
on the HMM model as well as GMM models, which, in many 
cases, correspond to the pronunciation unit [1].

Breakthroughs in artificial intelligence have made it 
possible to improve the quality of speech recognition and 
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obtain accurate speech recognition results. In many research 
works, advanced recognition systems have been developed 
using deep learning methods. Machine learning is a popular 
method of speech recognition, where the HMM-DNN archi-
tecture and hybrid architecture of GMM-DNN were used to 
model the dynamic characteristics of speech signals. The end-
to-end approach has a theoretical advantage using a hybrid 
DNN approach: they are trained to minimize cross-entropy 
between the predicted and actual HMM states so that opti-
mization is performed in one step in order to improve speech 
recognition accuracy. Some studies used deep neural net-
works [2] to build acoustic models, and others used RNNs [3] 
to build language models with excellent results. Analyzing 
the research work of scientists, it was determined that to 
solve the speech recognition problem, neural networks can 
be used at all stages of recognition.

With the development of software and computing tech-
nologies, it is possible to successfully implement deep learning 
technology for speech recognition using end-to-end methods, 
as shown in many research papers. To develop an end-to-end 
model, it is necessary to eliminate all potential assumptions 
from the entire speech recognition system and build a single 
model optimized at the sequence level [4]. In the end-to-end 
method, all modules are trained simultaneously. This method 
can also be used to directly train the automatic speech recog-
nition system, that is, without manual work with raw signals. 
The method under consideration in this study was developed 
using several recurrent and convolutional layers that func-
tion as an acoustic and language model, displaying speech 
inputs in transcriptions. Thus, the end-to-end method can 
receive the raw speech signal as the input and generate con-
ditional phoneme class probabilities as the output. Currently, 
there are two types of architecture of the end-to-end method, 
namely, the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) and 
attention-based encoder-decoder models. 

In the development of the automatic speech recognition 
system, as before, attention is paid to end-to-end methods; 
many studies have proven that performance and accuracy 
increase with an increase in the amount of data used for 
training. For example, in published studies, the best results 
in training big data were obtained by end-to-end systems 
based on CTC [5, 6] and attention-based encoder-decoder 
models. In end-to-end models, all parameters are calculated 
by the gradient descent method, which is easily influenced by 
the structure of the neural network. The models in question 
require less memory, which makes it possible to use them lo-
cally on mobile devices. End-to-end systems are trained with 
large corpora, but still do not reach the current level of per-
formance. We assumed the following in this study: language 
uniqueness and multitasking for recognition; end-to-end 
models, in most cases, are not sufficiently trained; and models 
need a large amount of training data to be properly trained.

From the above, you can see the main problem, it concerns 
the recognition of low-resource languages, such as Kazakh, 
Kyrgyz, Azerbaijani, Tatar, Turkish, etc. The listed languages 
are included in the group of agglutinative languages or the 
Turkic group of languages. There are no large training data cor-
pora for agglutinative (Turkic) languages, and other languages 
have corpora such as TIMIT, WSJ, LibriSpeech, AMI, and 
Switchboard that have over a thousand hours of training data.

To solve the above problems in this area, researchers  
proposed joint architectures, such as recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) combined with a conditional random 
field (CRF) [7] and joint CTC-attention systems [8]. The 

architectures under consideration have the advantages of 
each submodel and model, and they introduce more explicit 
and strict restrictions, but we improved the quality and per-
formance of end-to-end systems in this study. We think that 
for an end-to-end system, introducing complex computation-
al layers into a model can better use correlations in both the 
time and frequency domains; a model with a large number 
of parameters is more difficult to train, and a data-based 
learning method without involving expert knowledge can be 
a vulnerability.

To date, the following methods have been used for end-
to-end speech recognition of languages belonging to a group 
of languages of the same family (Turkic-speaking): transfer 
learning for low-resource languages and multitasking learn-
ing (MTL) for large resources [9, 10].

In this work, we constructed an end-to-end model with 
transfer learning aimed at recognizing Kazakh and Azerbai-
jani languages and solving problems related to limited speech 
resources. In our previous studies, we proved that for an 
end-to-end model without integrating language models, good 
results can be obtained [11]. 

Transfer learning is a method to adapt models trained on 
one dataset to another dataset. We thought that this approach 
would lead to the following improvements. Firstly, the use of 
the approach obtained from the Kazakh representation mo-
del would lead to a reduction in training time in comparison 
with training from scratch. Secondly, an end-to-end model 
trained using transfer learning requires less data for equi-
valent evaluation than models for the Azerbaijani language.  
Thus, we expected a decrease in the use of GPU memory, 
since we did not need to support gradients for all layers.

2. Literature review and problem statement

For Turkic languages, large and qualitatively annotated 
speech data are not available for teaching an end-to-end 
speech recognition system. There is a large demand for 
high-quality end-to-end speech recognition systems for these 
languages, which requires special methods to solve this issue.

In [9], two main end-to-end models were developed: con-
nectionist temporal classification (CTC) and attention-based 
encoder-decoder models for recognizing Mandarin speech. 
During the study, the Chinese character was found to be  
a suitable unit for recognizing Mandarin speech. As a result 
of recognition, the attention model attained a CER of 35.2 % 
and the CTC model reached a CER of 35.7 %. Results show 
that encoder-decoder models based on the attention mecha-
nism performed better than the CTC model in recognizing 
Mandarin speech, however, the process of extracting features 
from the incoming signal is not provided.

[10] presented an open-source platform for end-to-end 
speech processing called ESPnet. ESPnet mainly focuses on 
end-to-end automatic speech recognition and uses widely 
used dynamic neural network tools, Chainer and Py-Torch, 
as the main deep learning mechanism. Thus, it can be 
concluded that a number of experiments and comparisons 
with other works show that ESPnet achieves acceptable  
ASR performance.

One of the studies [12] presented the effects of transfer 
learning of end-to-end speech recognition systems based 
on deep neural networks. The original acoustic model was 
trained on a large corpus of call center phone records, and 
experiments showed that for all target training sizes, the 
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transfer models outperformed models trained only on the 
target data. The model that was trained using 20 hours of 
target data achieved a higher recognition accuracy than the 
original model by 7.8 %. The data obtained from experiments 
show that the transfer learning method had a good effect on 
the results of the Turkish language recognition system.

In [13], experimental results were reported for cross-lin-
gual and multilingual network learning of eleven Romance 
languages for a total of 10.000 hours of data. The average 
relative increase over the baseline for monolingual learning 
was 4 % and 2 % for data-deficient and data-rich languages 
for cross-learning, respectively; and 7 % and 4 % for multi-
lingual training, respectively. Here, the additional benefit of 
collaborative language learning on all data was achieved with 
doubling the training time, leading to good results.

Other researchers [14] discussed language-adversarial 
transfer learning. Adversarial learning was used to enable the 
common layers of the SHL model to learn more language-in-
variant features. Experiments were conducted on IARPA 
Babel datasets. The results showed that the target model 
trained using knowledge transferred from the adversarial 
SHL model achieves a 10.1 % relative reduction in word 
error rate compared to the target model trained using know-
ledge transferred from the SHL model. However, it can be 
seen that the model achieves good performance only by add-
ing additional components, which makes the system heavier.

Another work [15] considered end-to-end acoustic mo-
deling using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), where 
the CNN receives raw speech signals as input and estimates 
the conditional probabilities of the HMM state classes at the 
output. During the research and analysis of ASR in several 
languages and a variety of tasks, the following were proved: 

1) the proposed approach consistently produces a better 
system with fewer parameters compared to the traditional ap-
proach of cepstral feature extraction followed by ANN training;

2) the difference from the conventional speech processing 
method in the proposed approach, the corresponding feature 
representations are studied by preprocessing the input source 
speech at the subsegment level (≈2 ms). 

In particular, it was proven through analysis that the out-
put layer is more legible than standard cepstral functions and 
can be transferred between languages and domains.

Many research works [16] used a variant of gradient 
descent optimization and mini-batch gradient descent. In 
this paper, four mini-batch selection strategies were con-
structed to represent variants of each function in the dataset 
for speech recognition tasks to improve the performance of 
a deep-learning-based speech recognition model. For this, 
gender-adjusted strategies and emphasis on the selection of 
mini-batches were proposed. Experiments showed that the 
proposed strategies perform better than the standard mini-
batch sampling strategy.

In [17], a 335 h corpus for the Kazakh language was 
presented. As a result of the experiment, they showed that  
a sufficiently large training data set significantly improves 
the performance of a speech recognition system based on an 
end-to-end model compared to hybrid ones. Kazakh-speaking 
people usually include Russian words in their speech, since 
the Russian language is at the level of the state language.  
In this case, the recognition system may not work correctly 
in recognizing mixed speech.

The study [18] proposed a new method that takes a pre-
trained model on the VoxForge dataset with 100 h of Russian 
speech and applies its knowledge as a basis for building its 

neural network within the framework of the transfer learning 
method. A 20 h corpus of Kazakh speech was also assembled 
to train the neural network. The trained model used two 
neural networks: LSTM and biLSTM. The results showed 
that the biLSTM model with an external Russian language 
model improved system performance, reducing LER to 32 %. 
The results obtained are not so good. This is most likely due 
to the fact that the Russian language is not agglutinative, 
word formation is very different from the Kazakh language.

In [19], an attention-based model is proposed for the auto-
matic recognition of continuous Russian speech. The experi-
ment used a small set of Russian speech, the total duration of 
which is more than 60 hours; using the proposed methods, the 
recognition accuracy was increased and the best performance 
was obtained in terms of speech decoding speed using the 
beam search optimization method. This work also presents an 
augmentation method that helps to increase the volume of the 
corpus, which will be useful for low-resource languages.

[20] discussed an insertion-based model (NAT). Inser-
tion-based models solve the above mask prediction problems 
and can generate an arbitrary order in which the output se-
quence is generated. This model enhances the CTC by making 
it dependent on insert-based token generation without auto-
regression. They experimented with three publicly available 
benchmarks and the results were competitive with a strong 
autoregressive transformer with similar decoding conditions. 

[21] constructed a hybrid architecture based on trans-
former-LSTM. The results showed that, in general, the model 
surpasses the conventional transformer ASR by 11.9 % in 
terms of WER, and this hybrid architecture offers much  
faster output compared to the LSTM and transformer ar-
chitectures. The use of Transformer gives good recognition 
results, but it is very difficult to set up.

[7] provided a method of adding location to the attention 
mechanism to alleviate the problem of recognizing speech of 
different lengths. This method changes the attention mecha-
nism, which prevents excessive concentration of attention on 
individual frames, which further reduced the PER to 17.6 %.

Other researchers [22] applied the deep neural network 
approach and used a corpus of a different type for linguistic 
enrichment of the language model. As a result of the experi-
ment, the WER was 3.61 % and the optimal combination 
of architecture was obtained: this is a deep LSTMP with  
L2 regularization. Combining end-to-end methods than us-
ing them alone brings more improvements.

In [23], studies were conducted to improve the qua-
lity of universal automatic speech recognition (ASR) and 
pronunciation assessment. The idea was proposed based on 
research on computer resources for training pronunciation. 
The results of the work show that the problem of the ap-
proach to training pronunciation did not involve the entire 
phonological system.

The study [24] presented the development of a special 
ASR system, which specializes in the recognition of individual 
words of Spanish minimal pairs. The results show that the per-
formance of this new ASR system is comparable to that of the 
conventional Google ASR system. The advantage of the new 
ASR is that it will allow future applications to obtain informa-
tion about the quality of pronunciation at the phoneme level.

Based on the foregoing, it can be concluded that the 
combined use of end-to-end methods, as well as the use of 
transfer learning, improves the performance of the speech 
recognition system for low-resource languages with a limited 
data sample.
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3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to develop an automatic speech 
recognition system for agglutinative languages such as Ka-
zakh and Azerbaijani using the transfer learning method.

To achieve the aim of the study, the following objectives 
were set:

– to collect and develop the speech corpora with their tran-
scriptions for the Kazakh and Azerbaijani languages for system 
training, create a corpus that includes all types of speech –  
prepared and spontaneous, and it must be taken into account;

– to implement the transfer learning method for train-
ing the system for speech recognition languages with limi-
ted data resources, evaluate the effectiveness of training,  
comparing the results obtained with the transfer model and 
basic models.

4. Materials and methods

4. 1. Bilingual training
To increase efficiency and quickly solve the problems as-

sociated with limited resources, we applied transfer learning 
in an end-to-end model. Although transfer learning is trained 
with multilingual data, it is more useful to use acoustic sim-
ilarities from common layers. In this study, we thought that 
feature extraction from multilingual speech data would be 
an effective method to embed general acoustic knowledge 
into end-to-end models.In the first stage of the experiment, 
we trained several independent RNNs with common hidden 
layers using two language resources (Fig. 1). This figure de-
picts the input with two language data for transfer learning; 
the architecture of the automatic recognition system has 
common hidden layers with the output.
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Fig. 1. Recurrent neural network with shared hidden layers

In our experiment, we used the maxout activation func-
tion with dropout training to avoid the problem of overfit-
ting and identify the best common features.

During training, we trained two similar languages simul-
taneously. In the RNN, for each hidden layer, the output is 
described as follows:

x y Mn n y= × ,  1≤ ≤n N ,  (1)

where yn is the output of each layer l for the nth frame, Mn is  
a vector filled with binary elements, and × denotes the dot 
product operation. Each element of the vector indicates 
whether the corresponding unit remains unchanged or not. 

The activation function for each hidden layer can be de-
scribed as follows:

max , , ... ,w x b w x bT T
1 1 2 2+ +( )  (2)

where w xT
1  is the activation output of layer l for the t-th 

frame and bt is a vector of the same size.
Next, we performed a simple max pooling operation to  

average or calculate the maximum. The actual maximum 
output is calculated as follows: 

y i s k i s k i s k in n n n( ) = ∗ −( ) ∗ −( ) ∗( )( )max , , ,2 1

1≤ ≤n I ,  (3)

where I is the number of output ones in each hidden layer,  
sn is a vector consisting of these units, and k is pooling size. 
The RNN is linked with phonemes units generated by the 
GMM, while the inputs are classic low-level acoustic cha-
racteristics.

To extract low-dimensional features from the RNN, we 
first moved all parameters under the last hidden layer and 
added a new layer SoftMax with random parameters, and 
then adjusted the entire target RNN. Such adaptation of 
training, without destroying the structure of the neural 
network during training, allowed us to maintain maximum 
nonlinearity for subsequent processing.

4. 2. Feature extraction using the nonnegative matrix 
factorization method

Many studies have used MFCC, PLP, LPC, SVD, and 
PCA methods for feature extraction, and these methods 
produced good results. In this study, the application of such 
methods produced many redundant calculations and values. 
We used the NMF method to extract high-level features.  
Machine learning research related to the application of 
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) has been proven 
to focus on non-negative elements in datasets that consist 
of text and speech, so they are easy to interpret. NMF is  
a dimensionality reduction method based on the low-rank 
approximation of the feature space. In addition to providing 
a reduction in the number of functions, NMF ensures that the 
functions are non-negative, producing additive models [25]. 
A detailed description of the method is given in [26].

Given the target weight matrix X with size n × m, and 
all elements are positive integers k < min(m, n), NMF finds 
non-negative matrices W and H that minimize the norm of 
difference X – WH. W is a matrix whose columns contain the 
spectrum of voiced sounds, the matrix H can be interpreted 
as the time-dependent value of various signal characteristics 
that can be used as input. W and H are thus approximated 
non-negative factors of X. Fig. 2 shows the extraction of 
high-level features using NMF.

The features obtained using the NMF method are dis-
played in red, and P1, P2, P3, P4 are high-level features that 
are the minimums of high weight in Fig. 3. In this figure, we 
show the process of feature extraction. The resulting weights 
were chosen randomly and the weights changed with each 
training epoch. The weight matrix of a particular hidden 
layer was decomposed into two matrices according to the 
above-described process. We kept W and set H as the weight 
matrix of the new feature extraction layer. During the experi-
ment, we determined that the features may have multilingual 
acoustic similarities caused by limited resources.
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Fig. 2. High-level feature extraction using the negative  

matrix factorization method

4. 3. Joint application of connectionist temporal classi-
fication and attention

In this section, we present an end-to-end model for trans-
fer learning based on the obtained high-level features. On 
the basis of previous works [27, 28], we built a joint end-to-
end model based on two architectures, CTC and attention, 
in which the model has a single encoder and a combined 
decoder. The task was to transfer the monotonic constraint 
from the CTC to a decoder with an attention mechanism to 
improve the system performance after modeling.

As an intermediate process for our joint model, a network 
was considered to extract the features from the incoming signal.  
Thus, our extracted features were already high-level, and 
there was no need to map these original data to phonemes. In 
this work, we implemented our model using shallow bidirec-
tional LSTMs [29].

We built an end-to-end model, as shown in Fig. 3, based 
on the hybrid CTC model and attention through the ob-
tained high-level feature vectors.

 

 
Attention Decoder CTC Decoder 

 

Common 

Decoder 

Encoder 
Shallow bi-directional 

LSTM layers 

Feature vectors 

Outputs 

Fig. 3. The structure of the joint connectionist temporal 

classification and attention model

In the encoder component, the initial data of the symbol 
dt at time t are determined at all inputs X:

P d X Soft BiLSTM Xt | max .( ) = ( )( )  (4)

After, we can form a probability distribution P(S|X) 
over the input audio signal S under relatively independent 
conditions.

P S X P d X P d XCTC
d N S

t
t

T

d N S

| | | .( ) = ( ) ≈ ( )
Î ′( ) =Î ′( )
∑ ∏∑

1

 (5)

The model has three elements in the attention mechanism 
component. Bidirectional LSTM was used as the encoder. 
Location attention was used. Let gk,t be the attention weights 
combining the outputs of the kth encoder with the input of 
the t-th decoder. To calculate gk,t, the previous weights gk–l, 
I hidden outputs for the decoder lk–l, and the outputs of the 
encoder ht are calculated as:

f F gn n= ∗ −1,  (6)

e w V s V h V f bk l
T S

n
H

n
F

k, ,tanh ,= + + +( )1  (7)

r g hk k t t
t

T

=
=

∑ , ,
1

 (8)

P s s s X Decoder r l hk k k k k t, | ,..., , , , ,− −( ) = ( )1 1  (9)

where F is a convolutional filter; gn, T is the dimensional at-
tention weight vector; w, VS, V H, and V F are the adjustable 
weight parameters of multilayer perceptron; and rk is a con-
text vector needed to combine all encoder output sequences 
based on attention weights.

In our case, the posterior probability p(S|X) of a model 
with an attention mechanism is formed without any condi-
tional assumptions:

P S X P s s sk k
k

| | ,..., .( ) ≈ ( )−∏ 1 1  (10)

The attention mechanism model and the CTC loss func-
tion are defined as follows:

J P S X

J P S X

CTC CTC

attention attention

= − ( )
= − ( )







ln | ,

ln | .
 (11)

To calculate the total loss function, it is necessary to take 
a combination of the CTC logarithmic linear function and 
attention:

J J Jt CTC attention= + −( ) Î[ ]γ γ γ1 0 1, , ,  (12)

where γ is the CTC loss weight.

4. 4. Common decoder 
To improve the quality of the recognition indicators, the 

CTC was included in a model with the attention mechanism. 
In this section, we more closely examine the joint decoder of 
the proposed model.

In the decoder, the attention mechanism determines the 
estimate of the assumption in the beam search: 

g b g b P z b Xatt l att l l( ) = ( ) + ( )− −1 1log | , ,  (13)

where bl is a hypothesis with length l and z is the finite sym-
bol of bl.

Typically, the CTC decodes the output sequence frame-
wise, while the attention model performs this process simul-
taneously. We decided to apply the CTC prefix probability 
and find an estimate of the CTC assumption:

g b P b XCTC l l( ) = ( )log ,..., | .  (14)

After, we applied the single-pass decoding method [24] to 
connect the attention estimates and CTC; then, using λ, we 
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combined gctc(bl) and gatt(bl). This joint decoding produced 
the most possible audio sequence 


S :


S g b g b

S
CTC l att l= ( ) + −( ) ( ){ }arg max .λ λ1  (15)

As can be seen, one part of our attention model is applied 
as a target model in speech recognition; in the other part of 
the model, the CTC loss function contributes to the target 
model in the decoding step.

Although many experiments were conducted with joint 
models of CTC+attention using deep structures of neural 
networks, their effectiveness in limited conditions was not 
observed. In addition, we used an RNN with the minimum 
possible number of layers in the encoder.

4. 5. Main restrictions and assumptions adopted during 
the study

During the study, it was found that:
– for languages that have a limited training set, but have 

a different system, like Russian, which is inflectional, the use 
of transfer learning did not effectively affect the results of 
the study;

– the proposed model is difficult to train on long input 
data with a duration of 20 sec or more, and it was decided to 
split the data into shorter sentences (up to 10 sec) from the 
training corpus.

5. Results of research of using the transfer learning 
method in the recognition of Turkic languages

5. 1. Corpus description and presettings
For the Kazakh corpus, to conduct the experiment, we 

developed a corpus of 400 hours of speech, with the corpus 
consisting of two parts: 200 h of pure speech and 200 h of 
spontaneous telephone speech. This corpus was assembled 
in the «Computer Engineering of Intelligent Systems» lab-
oratory of the Institute of Information and Computational 
Technologies CS MES RK [11]. When creating the corpus, 
two types of speech were considered: prepared (reading) and 
spontaneous. In the corpus, sound files were divided into 
training and test parts at 90 % and 10 %, respectively.

The pure speech database consists of recordings of 
380 native Kazakh speakers of different ages and sexes, as 
well as speech data from fiction audiobooks and audio data 
of news broadcasts.

The audio data were in .wav format. All audio data were 
converted to a single channel state. The PCM method was 
used to convert the data into digital form. The discrete fre-
quency is 44.1 kHz and the bit depth is 16 bits.

The Azerbaijani language corpus was developed with  
a volume of 70 h of speech. The corpus contains speech data 
and was developed for conducting experiments in the field 
of automatic recognition of the Azerbaijani language. A total 
of 101 speakers participated in the recording (of which 55 % 
were men and 45 % were women). The corpus mainly includes 
young and middle-aged people. Thus, the group of speakers has 
a relatively small difference in age, profession, and education.  
Most speakers were recorded within one month.

The recording was captured in an office environment. The 
windows and doors were closed to avoid any external noise. 
Headphones with a noise-canceling microphone were used 
for recording. For increased efficiency, we chose phoneti-
cally rich words in which consonants dominate vowels. The 

database includes the read text consisting of 94.267 words in 
1200 sentences (https://www.sketchengine.eu/corpora-and- 
languages/azerbaijani-text-corpora/).

All speech files were named with a unique identification 
code, as well as in Kazakh files.

For transfer learning, the Keras toolkit was used. The 
experiments were carried out on the AMD Ryzen9 server 
with a GeForce RTX3090 GPU. The datasets were stored on  
1000 GB SSD memory to allow faster data flow during training.

5. 2. Experiments based on end-to-end models with 
transfer learning

In this section, we describe two experiments that were 
conducted to evaluate performance. First, we built a trans-
fer learning model and evaluated the learning efficiency 
obtained from transfer learning. Secondly, we compared the 
resulting transfer model with the main baseline methods.

Our developed end-to-end models were trained using  
32 phonemes of the Azerbaijani language and 28 phonemes 
of the Kazakh language. Only 60 phonemes were selected 
for evaluation. For training, we had 470 hours of data. For 
test and development (dev) data, we used 20 % and 80 %, 
respectively (Table 1).

Table 1

Data set

Setup Duration/Proportion

Training 470 hours

Dev 80 %

Test 20 %

In the first stage of the experiment, we trained the CTC 
model, and then we trained the attention-based model 
separately. The basic CTC model consists of a directional 
six-layer BLSTM with 256 cells in each layer. For the at-
tention-based model, the encoder is a directional three-layer 
BLSTM with 256 cells in each layer. The attention layer is 
location-based and has 120 cells. The decoder is a single-layer 
256-cell LSTM. The dropout rates for inputs were –0.2, –0.5, 
and –0.1 for the encoder, attention, and decoder, respectively. 
We used the Adam algorithm to optimize the models. The 
decoding weight for CTC was 0.3. The beam research width 
at the decoding stage was 15. The learning process up to the 
45th epoch could not distinguish acoustically similar words 
between the Kazakh and Azerbaijani languages (Table 2). 
There are 71.649 similar acoustic words in this corpus.

Table 2

Acoustically similar words

Kazakh words Azerbaijani words

алма[alma] alma[almaq]

к н[kuun] g n[guun]

ашы [ashyq] a q[achyykh]

асы [qasyq] qa q[qashyykh]

кітап[ki’taap] torpaq[torpaaq]

алмас ылыш[almass qylysh] almaz q l nc[almas qylynch]

ара топыра [qara topyraq] qara torpaq[qara torpaaq]

тере  к л[tereng kyol] d rin g l[daerin qyol]
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The solution to the above prob-
lems was the model that had the 
best accuracy, chosen as the final 
model after 45 training epochs.

All RNNs were trained with 
a dropout rate of 0.2 for other 
hidden layers. The initial learning 
rate remained at the level of 0.3 
for the first 26 epochs and then 
tripled after that. The accuracy of 
the learning process and verifica-
tion by epochs are shown in Fig. 4.

To evaluate the phoneme re-
cognition system, the phoneme 
error rate (PER) is a commonly 
used measure and it is calculated 
using the Levenshtein distance, 
where phonemes are taken in-
stead of words.

In this case, it is necessary to compare the recognized and 
reference sequence of the phoneme labels. All experimental 
data are shown in Table 3. After determining the error rate of 
the symbols, our model showed a PER of 14.23 %.

Table 3

PER for different speech recognition systems

Model PER (%)

DNN+HMM [26] 31.5

WaveNet [27] 18.8

Сomplex ConvNets [28] 18.0

CTC+LM [11] 17.9

End-to-end with transferring (English+Persian 
language) [29]

19.41

4langAdaptCNMF+CTC3+att2+RNN-LM [30] 16.59

End-to-end with transferring (Kazakh+Azerbaijan 
language)

14.23

Fig. 5 shows a comparative diagram of all the results 
of the obtained transfer model with other models obtained 
without using the transfer method.

The results obtained will help us to draw further con-
clusions about the effectiveness of using methods in speech 
recognition.

6. Discussion of experimental results  
of the obtained model

In the second stage of the experiment, we com-
pared the obtained transfer model with other mo-
dels constructed without transfer learning (Table 3).  
We compared our model to baseline models, such as 
deep neural network with the hidden Markov mo-
del (DNN-HMM), and CTC+LM, which are detailed  
in our previous work [11, 26].

Another known end-to-end method for automa-
tic recognition systems involves constructing a mo-
del display from raw input data in a sequence of  
audio/character sequences or introducing complex en-
coders [30, 31].

Studies [32, 33] used joint CTC-attention consisting of 
shallow recurrent neural networks (RNNs). The experimen-
tal results showed that the proposed transfer learning ap-
proach achieved the best performance amongst all considered 
end-to-end methods and is comparable to the current speech 
recognition system for TIMIT.

The results of our work are summarized in the last line in 
Table 3. Based on the research results, we conclude that the 
end-to-end with transferring (Kazakh+Azerbaijan language) 
joint model performs better than other models. When multi-
lingual pre-trained features are introduced, our end-to-end 
model with transferring (Kazakh+Azerbaijani language) 
reaches a PER of 14.23 %, which is the best compared to 
those of other methods (Fig. 5). 

These results confirm the effectiveness of our approach 
based on transfer learning in end-to-end models. Although 
our approach to transfer learning requires additional train-
ing procedures for feature extraction, it works better with 
fewer RNN layers for the end-to-end portion. We also list the 
PERs of some typical traditional methods and note that the 
proposed end-to-end models cannot outperform traditional 
speech recognition systems (Тable 3). Note that our end-to-
end models are trained without any regularization, except for 
dropout on BLSTM layers. The results show that the end-
to-end system without transfer produced the worst results, 
despite performing at the current level. The result shows  
a significant improvement in the results produced by the 
system trained with transfer learning. The developed system 
of automatic speech recognition using transfer learning can  

31.5

18.8 18 17.9
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Fig. 5. Comparison of transfer learning results with some basic models
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be applied to other low-resource languages such as Kyrgyz, 
Tatar, Uighur, Uzbek, etc. In this study, the most difficult as-
pect was data preparation and comparative analysis. Because 
we considered low-resource languages, the data were different 
and different methods and approaches were used. We con-
ducted a large-scale analysis of the published works and se-
lected approximately similar works for comparative analysis.

The results obtained are still inferior to the indicators of 
the human level of speech recognition, which requires addi-
tional experiments using other models or methods of speech 
recognition with limited training data. In addition, the 
proposed models and methods are not suitable for real-time 
speech recognition, meaning that after recording speech, you 
need to wait a few seconds to decode the audio into text, 
which is not very convenient to use.

In this way, we plan to conduct experiments with other 
types of end-to-end models with transformer for recognizing 
continuous Kazakh speech.

7. Conclusions

1. The quality indicator of an automatic speech recog-
nition system is highly dependent on the training database. 
On the basis of this, speech corpora for two agglutinative 
languages were collected. To collect information in the Ka-
zakh and Azerbaijani languages, audio files from open sources 
were selected, as well as clear and phone spontaneous speech 

were prepared. Thus, a speech corpus was assembled for the 
Kazakh language in the amount of 400 hours of speech, and 
for the Azerbaijani language, a speech corpus was formed 
amounting to 70 hours of speech.

2. For end-to-end speech recognition, we proposed a new 
approach based on transfer learning. In the first stage, the 
NMF algorithm is used to extract features. In the second 
stage, the joint CTC attention models are trained based on 
the extracted features through the NMF algorithm. Transfer 
learning is applied through bilingual learning and multitask-
ing at two levels. The experimental results showed that our 
model works better than all end-to-end models and achieves 
high performance compared to a modern speech recognition 
system. Although our transfer learning approach improves 
the performance of end-to-end speech recognition models, it 
is necessary to check whether this approach also works for 
end-to-end learning with a relatively large resource. The re-
sult shows high-quality speech recognition. The experiments 
performed with two corpora prove that the transfer learning 
method can reduce the PER indicator by 14.23 % compared 
to the base models. 
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